
California Exposition and State Fair
Investigations of Improper Activities by State Employees, 
July 2006 Through January 2007

Investigative Highlight . . .

An official at the California Exposition 
and State Fair (Cal Expo) violated 
conflict‑of‑interest laws when he sold his 
personal vehicle to Cal Expo.

InvestIgatIon I2006-0945 (report I2007-1), MarCH 2007

California Exposition and State Fair’s response as of October 2007

We investigated and substantiated an allegation that Official A, 
a high‑ranking officer at the California Exposition and State Fair 
(Cal Expo), violated conflict‑of‑interest laws by participating in a state 
purchasing decision from which he received a personal financial benefit.

Finding: Official A violated state conflict-of-interest laws when he 
made or directed a governmental decision that authorized Cal Expo to 
purchase his personal vehicle.

Official A sold his personal vehicle to Cal Expo in July 2005. Because 
he was involved in the decision to make this purchase while acting in 
his official capacity and because he derived a personal financial benefit 
from this transaction, Official A violated the Political Reform Act 
of 1974 (act) and Section 1090 of the California Government Code 
(Section 1090).

Under the act, public officials at all levels of state government are 
prohibited from making, participating in making, or in any way 
attempting to use their official positions to influence a governmental 
decision in which they know or have reason to know they have 
a financial interest. Section 1090 prohibits a public official from 
participating in the formation of a contract or making a purchasing 
decision in which he or she has a financial interest.

Although Official A did not sign the initial purchase order authorizing 
the transaction, he met with Official B and Manager 1 before the 
purchase to discuss whether Cal Expo should acquire the vehicle. 
Official A, along with Official B and Manager 1, agreed Cal Expo 
should purchase the vehicle. Official B, who reports directly to 
Official A, subsequently approved a purchase order, and Manager 1, 
who reports directly to Official B, certified that he received the vehicle. 
Official A subsequently submitted an invoice to Cal Expo for the sale, 
and Cal Expo paid Official A $5,900 with a check containing Official A’s 
preprinted signature. 

More than a year after it purchased the vehicle, Cal Expo became 
aware that the transaction was potentially a violation of the law 
and subsequently reversed the transaction by returning the vehicle 
to Official A and requiring him to pay back the $5,900. However, 
Cal Expo’s actions were not consistent with the remedies available 
under state law because Cal Expo was entitled to recover the $5,900 it 
paid for the vehicle and to retain the vehicle itself. By simply returning 
the vehicle to Official A, Cal Expo did not pursue the remedy that 
would have provided greater protection of the State’s interest.
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Cal Expo’s Action: Corrective action taken.

In March 2007 Cal Expo reported that it believed invalidating the transaction and returning the 
vehicle were appropriate remedies. It also believed, because of Official A’s record, that formal 
disciplinary action and criminal prosecution were not warranted. However, Cal Expo shared our 
concern that this serious ethical breach merited further action. In July 2007 Cal Expo reported 
that its Board of Directors, management, and supervisory staff had completed an ethics training 
course. It also reported that at the Board of Directors’ meeting in September 2007, it approved a 
new accounts payable policy, requiring two officials to sign any checks made payable to Cal Expo 
employees other than for travel reimbursements and prohibiting Cal Expo officials from signing any 
checks written to themselves.
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